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Profile

For anyone who has grown up playing sports, it becomes evident early on that athleticism
alone can only take you so far. Getting to that next level requires a strong work ethic,
discipline and teamwork. Having grown up participating in a variety of sports, Spencer
understood these principles early on and applies them to his practice in order to help our
clients achieve success.

Spencer assists our securities and capital markets team in executing customized strategies
that allow our clients to attain their goals and objectives. In particular, Spencer draws from
his training and experience working in the financial sector to ensure he understands the
clients objectives and assists them with achieving those objectives.

Services

> Mergers and acquisitions

> Prospectus offerings and IPOs

> Corporate governance, including regulatory compliance and policy crafting policies

> Takeover bids and shareholder activism advice

> Private debt and equity financings

> Reverse takeovers and qualifying transactions

> Plans of arrangement, amalgamations and other corporate reorganizations



> TSX, TSXV, CSE and cross-border listings

Spencer understands that it takes the contributions of all members of a team to reach any
collective goal. Earning sizeable victories and even championships take years of individual
and collective development. Driven by his competitive nature and attention to detail, Spencer
is eager to contribute collaboratively and creatively on any given project.

Through an emphasis on hard work, teamwork and shared goals, Spencer is able to help our
clients reach their next level of success.

Credentials

> Call to Bar: British Columbia, 2021

> Juris Doctor, University of Alberta, 2020

> Bachelor of Business Administration, Vancouver Island University, 2017

Awards & Distinctions: 

> The Dale Masson Memorial Award in Law, 2020

> The Horace Johnson Memorial Scholarship in Law, 2018

> The Thomas Janakas and Peter Yanakas Memorial Prize in Criminal Law, 2018


